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research
re·search
ˈrēˌsərCH/
nounnoun
1. The systematic investigation into and study of materials and sources in order to 
establish facts and reach new conclusions.
verb
1 I ti t  t ti ll1.Investigate systematically.

Research comprises "creative work undertaken on a systematic basis in order to Research comprises creative work undertaken on a systematic basis in order to 
increase the stock of knowledge, including knowledge of man, culture and society, 
and the use of this stock of knowledge to devise new applications."

The primary purposes of basic research are for the advancement of 
human knowledge.
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Farnsworth House
Mies van der Rohe

1951Ask thick questions.



What is the memory of a home?

Rachel Whiteread
House

1994



What is our scale?

Walter de Maria
Lightning Field

1977



bolognese meat sauce
2013, 2012, 2011, 2010……
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Therme Vals
Peter Zumthor

1997
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Fallingwater
Frank Lloyd Wright

1935
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agencyg y
a·gen·cy
ˈājənsē/
nounnoun
1. The condition of being in action; operation.
2. Action, power, or operation .

In philosophy and sociology agency is the capacity of an agent (a person or other In philosophy and sociology, agency is the capacity of an agent (a person or other 
entity, human or any living being in general, or soul-consciousness in religion) to 
act in a world. 
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“Architecture is an act to edit 
function or human activities”

-Rem Koolhass



agencyg y
a·gen·cy
ˈājənsē/
nounnoun
1. The condition of being in action; operation.
2. Action, power, or operation .

In philosophy and sociology agency is the capacity of an agent (a person or other In philosophy and sociology, agency is the capacity of an agent (a person or other 
entity, human or any living being in general, or soul-consciousness in religion) to 
act in a world. 
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Baths of Caracalla
AD 200



neighborhoodneighborhood
“ A great building must begin with the immeasurable, must go through measureable means 
when it is being designed, and in the end must be un-measurable.”   

Louis I. Kahn

ProfessorsProfessors
Monica Chada, Jill Danly, Michael Glynn, Martin Klaeschen, Carlo Parente, 
Jennifer Park, Andrew Schachman, Andy Tinucci, and Amanda Williams

F13 ARCH305 / S14 ARCH 306F13 ARCH305 / S14 ARCH 306
The third year will continue the escalation of scale within the Metropolis, as well 
as the continued part to whole investigation of the instruments of the city.   We 
will Rethink the Metropolis through the investigation of the Hybrid and 
Neighborhood  and we will measure our place between the body and the Neighborhood, and we will measure our place between the body and the 
Metropolis through our research.  We will focus on the measurable, on 
abstraction and on the consequence of our design actions as we begin to 
design larger buildings.  
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neighborhoodneighborhood
“ A great building must begin with the immeasurable, must go through measureable means 
when it is being designed, and in the end must be un-measurable.”   

Louis I. Kahn

Neighborhood (S14)Neighborhood (S14)
The Neighborhood research and design studio will explore the city as a series of pixels that 
can be examined as the whole of the Metropolis or individually, as complex systems of 
internal and external spaces that develop relationships between one and other and their 
surroundings.   We will examine these pixels in their entirety, seeking to research and 

d t d th i  i i  lt ll  d hit t ll  d  ill  th  i t i  understand their origins culturally and architecturally, and we will map them against various 
criteria’s and at various scales seeking to discover the origins of place.  

This research will illuminate the framework of these pixels and the community, and will 
illuminate new potentials and dimensions in the Neighborhood that strengthen the space p g g p
and its identity.  The semester will begin with geospatial mapping (GIS) across multiple 
scales, and will include research, measure and documentation of existing conditions.  
Fieldwork will be essential.  The final project will include the design and documentation of 
Neighborhood Building on various larger sites in the city involving community based 
hybridized use   

Chicago
hybridized use.  
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bodyy
bod·y
ˈbädē/
nounnoun
1. The physical structure of a person or an animal.
2. The main or central part of something .
3. A large or substantial amount of something; a mass or collection of something.

The  word body is used metaphorically all the time: body of work  body of The  word body is used metaphorically all the time: body of work, body of 
evidence, celestial body, body politic....

Think of the city not as a city, but as a collective body - of humans, objects, 
systems, influences, etc.
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Spencer Tunick
Glacier d'Aletsch

2007



Spencer Tunick
Zocalo Square

2007
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Chicago Park District_Chicago Transit Authority
Activity Center_Culture House

Chicago, Illinois (various locations)



GIS mapping
ARCH 305_F12



Amanda Hughhen
Open Rift

2003



Mark Bradford
Kryptonite

2006



S12 A306 Field Trip
Columbus, Indiana

2012



S13 A306 Field Trip
St. Louis, MO

2013



S14 A306 Field Trip
Detroit, MI

February 2014



neighborhoodneighborhood
“ A great building must begin with the immeasurable, must go through measureable means 
when it is being designed, and in the end must be un-measurable.”   

Louis I. Kahn

As architects, we must be able to construct a process for understanding and 
modeling context and situation. We must be able to the organize that process 
for ourselves, and for others, so that we may trace the implications of that 
context and understanding  Our approach allows us to discover the specificities context and understanding. Our approach allows us to discover the specificities 
of a place - it’s fullness, its focus, its strengths and weaknesses, its form and its 
associations, and we must then learn to re-deploy these specificities, or form 
operatives for abstracting them back into our work. The clarity and depth of our 
research will translate into the quality of experiences in our buildingsresearch will translate into the quality of experiences in our buildings.
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A305 / A306 blog and Flickr page




